Glass Vessels Decorated with Christian Symbols from Alexandria
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The expansion of Christianity, already well advanced in the beginning of the Fourth century AD, acquired a new impetus following the edict of Milan. It soon became so rapid and profound that it changed not only the religious constitution of the society, but also affected various aspects of daily life. The thorough transformation of the society resulted among others in an ever-increasing demand for new consumer goods, better responding to the new tastes and widely accepted religious symbolism. This trend is apparent in the case of instrumenta domestica, in which the presence of Christian themes became particularly popular.

There was practically not a sphere of art or craftsmanship from which Christian motifs were excluded. They can be found among others on lamps, and frequently, mostly stamped, used on pottery. All the main groups of Late Roman tablewares show their strong presence on a variety of forms. Commonly attested on vessels manufactured in North Africa (ARS), Asia Minor (LRC) and Cyprus (CRS), they are also present on Egyptian pottery. Likewise, they appeared on various types of metalware. Bronze cross stamps were used for sealing vessels containing wine, oil and medical ointments, as well as to mark the eulogia bread, which was given to believers after the service. By no means was the glass industry immune to these trends and it soon started to apply the new symbols in vessel decoration.

The excavations at Kom el Dikka in Alexandria yielded five glass pieces ornamented with Christian motifs. They represent crux monogrammatica and simple Latin crosses. They occur on mould blown vessels and on stamped appliqués. Though their number in the huge glass assemblage is small, these objects are of considerable interest, as they expand our knowledge of the distribution and chronology of glass with such decoration. Moreover, they are one of a kind among the published findings from Alexandria. The overall scarcity of such objects among finds at Kom el-Dikka and elsewhere in the Alexandrian region may be taken as evidence against their local production. However, one cannot entirely exclude the possibility that they were regional products. A few facts speak in favour of this. The first one is the colour of the glass. All fragments under discussion were made of green and

1 For lamps with the cross motif from the excavations at Kom el-Dikka see: J. Młyńarczyk, Terracotta Mould-Made Lamps in Alexandria (Hellenistic to Late Roman Period), [in:] J.-Y. Empereur (Ed.), Commerce et Artisanat dans l’Alexandrie Hellenistique et Romaine, Actes du Colloque d’Athènes organisé par le CNRS, le Laboratoire de céramologie de Lyon et L’École française d’Athènes 11–12 décembre 1988, Athènes 1998, pp. 348–350, Fig. 22a-b and other parallels from the site, in particular no. 53.


3 M.C. Ross, Catalogue of the Byzantine and Early Mediaeval Antiquities in the Dumbarton Oak Collection I, Washington D.C. 1962 [Catalogue], silver dishes: Pl. XIX, Nos 16–17; bronze lamps: Pl. XXV, Nos 32, 37; Pl. XXVI, No. 31; Pl. XXVII, No. 34.

yellowish-green glass. It is the typical colour for glass of the Late Roman/Early Byzantine period not only for the Kom el-Dikka site, but also for the nearby sites, like Marea and Marina el-Alamein. It is reasonable to assign them to the local glass workshops, the more so as the Kom el-Dikka site was recognized as the area of primary and secondary glassmaking. The presence of a large Christian community in Alexandria and adequately high market demand additionally substantiate their possible local manufacture.

MOULD-BLOWN VESSELS WITH CHRISTIAN SYMBOLS

Two fragments of vessels with mould blown decoration are attested in our glass collection. The common element is crux monogrammatica, composed of the Latin cross combined with the Greek letter rho (P). It occurs on the underside of the bases of these vessels. None of the two bases show evidence of a pontil mark, which suggests that the vessels were moulded and subsequently tooled while still attached to the blowpipe. The crosses at the bottom, which bear no signs of seams, further suggest that a single-element mould was used to produce the motif. The first fragment was found during excavations in sector U, located west of the Theatre Portico. The glass finds collected there constitute two separate assemblages, one dating to the First through Third century AD, and the other – to the Late Roman/Early Byzantine period. The latter, which consists mainly of various types of simple specimens for domestic use, as bowls and beakers, bottles, jugs and jars, is distinguished by a fragment of the lower part of a mould blown, very thin-walled vessel, with flaring out walls and a circular base (Fig. 1.1). The vessel was blown of pale green glass with very few small spherical bubbles. Very little has remained of the decoration, which may perhaps be interpreted as a herringbone pattern and vertical row of circular bosses, all in low relief. The bosses may have formed a border for the design, which was apparently organized in rectangular panels. The most interesting is its flat, circular base which features a chrysmon, also in low relief (Diam. of the base 3 cm). The context dates the vessel to the second half of the Fourth- to early Fifth century. The most startling, however, is the presence of an identical motif on the base of a head-flask from Karanis.

---


7 Kucharzyk, PAM XIX, pp. 56–70; EAD., PAM XX, pp. 58–79.


9 For the plan of sector U see G. Majcher, Excavations in Alexandria in 1990–1991, PAM III, 1992, pp. 5–14, Fig. 1.

10 D. Harden, Roman Glass from Karanis Found by the University of Michigan Archaeological Expedition in Egypt 1924–1929, University of Michigan Studies, Humanistic Series 41, Ann Arbor 1936 [= Karanis], p. 214 n.1, Pl. XVIII,629.
It is very likely that the fragment from Kom el-Dikka comes from a basket-handled jar with a handle attached to either side of the rim. It might be similar to the mould blown hexagonal basket-handled jar adorned with a diamond and herringbone pattern from the Newark Museum. A related example is part of the Constable-Maxwell Collection. Here, a hexagonal bucket-shaped jar is ornamented with Christian symbolic designs. Another parallel is a hexagonal jar from Hippos-Sussita, Israel. However, its moulded decoration contains no religious symbols. Next to the geometrical patterns there appear two human faces.

Another base with *crux monogrammatica* excavated at Kom el-Dikka came from a very thin walled vessel, most probably a cylindrical bottle (Fig. 1.2). The vessel was blown of pale green glass with few very small spherical bubbles. Unfortunately, only its concave base is preserved and nothing can be said about the decoration of the vessel if it ever existed (Diam. of the base 3.5 cm). The cross has arms flaring at the ends, three of unequal length at top and sides, and one longer arm at the bottom, all in low relief. The curved line of a mirror image letter P (viewed from the outside) is incomplete. The best comparisons for our cross are found on several mould-blown bottles outside Egypt. This small assemblage contains specimens from Beth Shean, and Arycanda in northeast Lycia. In the latter case a *chrysmon*, which is also at the centre of the base, is surrounded by an inscription bearing the name “Philinos”. Excavations at this site yielded yet another fragment of a base with a large Maltese cross. All the base marks from Arycanda were found in a late Fourth- to early Fifth century context. It has been suggested that the vessels from Arycanda were either made locally or came from other sites in western Asia Minor. What is more interesting is that their Egyptian, or more specifically Alexandrian origin is also not to be excluded. However, till now this supposition does not seem to find any corroboration in the glass material from Alexandria. Most probably of Eastern Mediterranean origin are several square base mouldings, including *crux monogrammatica*, excavated in Croatia. Glass bottles decorated with moulded Christian motifs are noticeably scarce in Egypt. Apart
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13 V. Mesistrano, Area above the East City Gate (EGT), [in:] A. Segal et al. (Eds), Hippos-Sussita: Eight Season of Excavations, July 2007, Haifa 2007, p. 16, Fig. 21a.
16 Ibid., p. 83, Fig. 1.1.
from the one from Karanis listed above and the specimen with moulded design on the bottom which includes a recessed cross and four quadrant bosses between its arms offered by the Ray Winfield Smith Collection, they came to light at Istabl Antar, Fustat. Various types of crosses with circular bosses between the arms appeared on the underside of the bases of hexagonal and cylindrical bottles. Interestingly, this small assemblage, apparently of local origin, had been assigned to the Seventh–Eight century. To this very short list we could add few examples of square bottles bearing cross-like motifs found in western provinces, although they are as a rule of an earlier date. They include a square base with a large cross with flared arms stored in the archaeological museum in Rabat, and a base with a circle enclosing a small cross reported from Spain. The latter resembles finds from a few sites in Britain. It is to be noted that Christian symbols also appear on other vessels than mould blown prismatic and cylindrical bottles. Quite a number of bases of cups/bowls with such symbols came to light on a few sites in southern France: in Marseille, Digne, Saint-Blaise, Gardanne and Eyguières. They represent various cross designs: an

22 D. CHARLESWORTH, Roman square bottles, JGS VIII, 1966, p. 34, Fig. 12 – late Second– or early Third century; H.E.M. COOL, J. PRICE, Roman Vessel Glass from Excavations in Colchester, 1971–85, Colchester Archaeological Report 8, 1995, pp. 188, 194, Fig. 11.9.2149.

equilateral cross,\(^{23}\) a combination of a large cross occupying the centre of a base and crosslets positioned between its arms,\(^{24}\) and finally a *christogram*.\(^{25}\) These vessels, which apparently represent the output of local glasshouses, were produced in the Fifth–Sixth century. The closest parallels to these examples are to be found in material coming from a few sites in northern France and Britain.\(^{26}\) The cross motif can also be seen on bowls with cracked-off rims and mould blown relief ornaments, which are characteristic for the Fourth–Fifth century. On the specimens recently published from Crimea, the common honeycomb pattern is interrupted with crosses appearing under the rim. These vessels are most probably of Syrian origin.\(^{27}\)

The best-known glass wares bearing Christian motifs are represented by mould blown octagonal and hexagonal flasks, pitchers, and jugs, as well as jugs additionally adorned with geometric patterns within dotted frames. Sunk-relief designs appearing alongside various types of crosses include concentric lozenges, circles, palm fronds, stylized trees, diamond and herringbone pattern, and also human faces, stylized human figures, as well as fish and birds. It is worth noticing that *crux monogrammatica* does not appear on walls or on bases of these bottles. The bases of these containers exhibit radial lines or rosettes. Vessels depicting Christian, as well as Jewish symbols were studied by Dan Barag.\(^{28}\) He dated the Christian bottles he published to a period ranging from the end of the Sixth- to the beginning of the Seventh century. The presence of crosses suggests that these vessels had religious significance. They are thought to have served pilgrims as religious souvenirs, *eulogiae*, containers of “blessings”, consecrated oil, water, or earth from the Holy Land. Maybe they were used also during Mass, as containers for wine and water.\(^{29}\) Their homogeneity suggests that they probably had a single production centre, with Jerusalem as the most likely candidate. It should be noted that none of these complete vessels come from datable contexts, nothing is also known about their finding place. Vessels of this type are fairly numerous in different private and museum collections.\(^{30}\) It should also


\[^{24}\] Ibid., pp. 203–204, Pl. 12, Nos 123–130.

\[^{25}\] Ibid., p. 203, Pl. 12, Nos 117–119.

\[^{26}\] Ibid., p. 204.


\[^{29}\] ROSS, Catalogue, pp. 82–83, Pl. LIII, No. 97 – although according to Barag, this hypothesis seems unfounded. The large number of complete vessels of this kind could point to their coming from graves where they were used as symbolic funerary offerings, see: BARAG, Pilgrim Vessels I, p. 36.

be added that they are very rarely found in controlled excavations. Recently a fragment, too small to be identified with certainty, though it may come from a eulogia juglet, came to light at the Kom el-Dikka site, unfortunately from a mixed context. Its mould blown decoration features a palm tree or herringbone motif. Unfortunately the shard does not allow the reconstruction of a complete vessel or its overall decoration. Among others, such containers had been attested at Jerash, Beth She’arim, Bet Shean, and quite recently at Hippos-Sussita.

STAMPED APPLIQUÉS WITH CHRISTIAN SYMBOLS

Like the glass fragments with moulded Christian motifs, also those with stamped decoration are but a few in the collection from Kom el-Dikka. They are represented by three circular appliqués. Such appliqués are usually formed from a glob of molten glass poured on the hot wall of the vessel. The glass disk was then stamped with a die bearing a stamp, thus creating a prominent circular bulge on the inner surface of the vessel. In the case of Kom el-Dikka appliqués, it is impossible to find out to what type of vessel they originally belonged and where they were affixed. By the same token it is also impossible to be precise about their total number and their exact location on the vessel. They could have been fastened to the rim, necks or sides of the bottle or bowl. The first appliqué occurs on the small fragment of the sidewall of a vessel (Fig. 2.1). It bears a relief ornament in the form of a simple Latin cross with flared arms, decorated with dense diagonal hatches. The identical cross appeared on circular pendants from The Corning Museum of Glass. The appliqué was formed from an almost circular disc. The deep stamping produced a bulgy edge (Diam. approx. 2.5 cm). Both the vessel and the stamp were made of the same good quality light green glass, transparent with few small spherical bubbles. The archaeological


31 KUCZARCZYK, PAM XIX, pp. 58–59, Fig. 2.3.
33 D. BARAG, Glass Vessels, [in:] N. AVIGAD (Ed.), Beth She’arim III: Catacombs 12–23, Jerusalem 1976, pp. 206–208, Fig. 99b.
35 I am grateful to Mr. M. Burdajewicz for this information.
context dates it to the Fourth–Fifth century. It was found during the exploration of area F located between the cisterns and the theatre, which served as a dumping ground for urban debris and ashes evacuated from the nearby bath in the course of its long functioning. The dense concentration of ashes yielded a rich assortment of glass, mainly common household types of plain, free-blown vessels apparently of local origin.38

The second appliqué also features a stamp in the form of a Latin cross with rounded endings in low relief (Fig. 2.2). The object, which has a rounded, low ridge at the edge, is almost complete, only a small part of the bottom edge is missing (Diam. approx. 2.5 cm). It was formed from an almost circular disk of light green, bubbly glass. On the edges there are marks of molten glass flow. The appliqué was attached to a thin walled vessel. The find is unfortunately unstratified. No exact parallels can be offered but it can be most probably assigned to the Fifth–Sixth century AD.

The appliqués with stamped Christian motifs still attached to the vessel’s wall are reported extremely rarely. A circular stamp with a monogram attached to the rim of a conical bowl or bottle was excavated at Sardis. The third appliqué shows a partially preserved *crux monogrammatica* in high relief (Fig. 2.3) (Diam. approx. 4 cm). It was made of low-quality bubbly yellowish-green glass. Although our example comes from an unstratified context, it can be assigned to the same period as those from The Corning Museum of Glass, to the Fourth–Sixth century, based on similarities. The state of preservation of our appliqué does not permit to note whether the monogram was in a beaded surround, in similarity with all other examples of this type, including three specimens housed in The Corning Museum of Glass. To these examples we may add another identical piece from the collection of Robert Pereire in Madrid. Another parallel is offered by the British Museum collection. It is interesting to note that the latter, described as a glass seal, was said to have originated from Alexandria. A valuable addition to these appliqués are items found at auctions: Christie’s, and Bonhams. It must be noted that all the presented appliqués with *crux monogrammatica* were made of glass in various shades of green. Striking similarities between the mouldings on all these examples make one wonder if they could have originated from the same place, perhaps indeed from Alexandria? It seems that such appliqués could be originally attached to a side of a bowl, similarly to a pottery bowl from Rome, decorated with a horizontal row of four medallions stamped with a *christogram*. Circular glass stamps function not only as appliqués on the vessels, but also exist independently as glass weights. They were intended as standards for testing the weight of coins. The majority of them were used to weigh the solidus and its fractions. The most typical are glass weights stamped with crosses or cross monograms. Such objects had been
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45 www.artfact.com/auction-lot/a-byzantine-green-glass-seal-1-c-de652503b6, auction on 5 October 2011, lot No. 230, also described as a glass seal.
reported from Turkey. A similar glass weight was also found at Capernaum. They are also present in many museum glass collections, among others in the British Museum, and the Corning Museum of Glass. An interesting group of glass discs is made up of circular spindle whorls with coloured inlaid cross. Described as pierced buttons, they have been reported from Karanis, and Kharga Oasis. Similar objects are in the Corning Museum of Glass. Six other examples stored in the Benaki Museum should also be cited.
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47 VON SALDERN, Sardis, pp. 89–90, Pl. 28: 667-669; Ephesus – I am grateful to Susanne Metaxas for this information. For other Turkish sites see: Ü. CAN, Ancient Glass Collection, Documentation and Information Center, Istanbul 1985, p. 91, Nos 151–153.
48 V. TZAFERIS, Excavations at Capernaum I. 1978–1982, Winona Lake 1989, Pl. 2.d; Fig. 72.71 – with a Chi-Rho monogram. I am grateful to Yael Gorin Rosen for this information.
49 CH. ENTWISTLE, Byzantine Weights, [in:] A.E. LAIOU (Ed.), The Economic History of Byzantium. From the Seventh Through the Fifteen Century, Washington D.C 2002, pp. 613–614, Fig. 11.
50 WHITEHOUSE, Corning Mus. III, pp. 35–37, Nos 935–939 – Fifth to Seventh century.